World Bank eLibrary Frequently Asked Questions
What is the World Bank eLibrary?
The World Bank eLibrary is the World Bank's collection of 6,000+ books, reports, journals, and working papers
including:
 Development Outreach, World Bank Economic Review and World Bank Research Observer journal articles
published since 1996
 Development Economics (DEC) policy research working papers published since 1995
 e-books and reports (dating as far as the 1970's in some cases) plus all new formal publications upon
release
All content can be viewed online and downloaded free of DRM (with the exception of a watermark). eLibrary is
available to institutions by subscription and access is via IP authentication.
Who subscribes to the World Bank eLibrary?
World Bank eLibrary is used by the world’s top academic, policy, and corporate researchers, including all UN
agencies. It is very useful for librarians, students, professors, government agencies, and development
professionals who use World Bank knowledge and research in their work.
Why should I subscribe to the World Bank eLibrary?
eLibrary is focused on the unique needs of the library, research, and academic communities. Publications and
searches may be saved in individual user accounts* for long-term research projects. eLibrary saves valuable time,
money, and resources by offering researchers all published World Bank titles in one convenient database. Only
those publications that are the final version of record and are of most interest to academic researchers are
included in eLibrary.
In addition, eLibrary offers a number of other useful tools and features for researchers and libraries including:










Options to export to Endnotes and BibTex
One-click social bookmarking icons for sharing pages and abstracts as well as search and browse results
Downloadable metadata and MARC records for easier indexing and cataloging
COUNTER compliant usage statistics including usage by content type, including consortia reports
Browse by content type, topic, keyword, series, and other metadata
Customized new content alerts and RSS feeds based on user preferences
Athens and Shibboleth authentication
Institutional branding on the eLibrary home page
Open URLs

*Users may register for their own individual account, allowing them to save, modify, search within, email, export, and set up
new content alerts that match their search results. Search History is accessible during each user session.

How is eLibrary different than content on the Bank's main website?
Among the major differences between accessing this content in eLibrary vs. the Bank’s main web site is that
eLibrary is focused on the needs of the librarian, researcher, professor or student. For example, eLibrary allows

users to save, email, export, modify, search within, and share search results. Search history is accessible during
each user session and option to export to citation tools are available.
The quality and convenience of the eLibrary’s highly efficient search engine save researchers valuable time. The
World Bank eLibrary contains only the final published versions of the Bank’s formal publications. Each article,
book, and working paper is enriched with semantic and bibliographic metadata, including topics, regions,
countries, abstracts and key words using a controlled vocabulary allowing for easier discovery. Quick Search
searches all metadata in order to return highly relevant results across all content types in a hurry. Advanced
Search makes it possible to include or exclude full text, specified search terms, and the metadata classifications.
Why should I register for an Individual User account?
An Individual User account allows you to take advantage of several eLibrary benefits. Registration is free, quick,
and easy and allows you to…
•
•
•
•
•
•

purchase individual titles if you are not a subscriber
save and organize searches
export search results
email and share your Search History
bookmark your Favorites
sign up for new content alert emails and RSS Feeds based on your preferences.

How much does it cost to subscribe to eLibrary?
World Bank eLibrary subscriptions are only available to institutions. Pricing is based on the FTE or total number of
authorized users at any given time – not on the number of concurrent users. Access is granted via IP
authentication and includes unlimited access across subscribing institutions.
To request a free trial access or a price quote, please e-mail our Customer Service team at
onlineresources@worldbank.org or contact your preferred subscription agent. When requesting a quote, please
specify:
 The name of your organization
 Total number of FTE (Full-Time Equivalent, i.e. all students, faculty, and staff within your institution); for
Public Libraries, total population served; for Corporations /other institutions, the total number of
authorized users (i.e. the total number of persons who will have access to the eLibrary at any given time).
 The type of organization (academic, government, corporation, nonprofit, etc.)
 The country in which your organization is located (to see if your country qualifies for geographic
discounts, click here.)
Can I subscribe to World Bank eLibrary as an individual?
Subscriptions to World Bank eLibrary are not available to individuals. However, individuals and non-subscribers
may search, view abstracts, access any free content, and purchase any paid content in eLibrary. Simply click the
link at the bottom of any abstract page and purchase with a credit card. Once downloaded, the content is available
for use in perpetuity.
Most books in eLibrary can also be purchased in print from The World Bank online store at
http://publications.worldbank.org/ecommerce. You may also click on the Buy Print Copy link within the info box. If
online purchase is not convenient, books can be purchased from our world-wide network of distributors, listed
here (http://go.worldbank.org/6XBJT3DJA0).

Check out World Bank eLibary at http://worldbank.org/elibrary.
More questions or need help? Contact us at onlineresources@worldbank.org.

